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the making of



this automaton was inspired by one of 
the thousands of scenes at the 
69,000 square foot model train 
layout at miniatur wunderland in 
hamburg, germany.

I made the characters and building 
roughly 1/20th scale; an arbitrary 
size based on wanting to keep the 
tree from getting too tall and the 
footprint of the the mechanism from 
getting too large.

the biggest challenge was how to 
make a tree fall and then reset 
itself as well as making the building 
fall apart and reset — all 
controlled by a single turn of a hand 
crank.

It took 50 days and 140+ hours from 
initial concept to completion.

Master of Nonsense & Silly Things



 the outhouse

The outhouse was built first because it 
has the most action going on.

Even though somewhat hidden in the 
final scene, It seemed like the interior 
of the outhouse deserved special 
attention and props to help set the 
proper ambiance.

The toilet paper roll is a strip of 
paper wrapped around a wood dowel. 
Floor boards were scratched into the 
floor with an awl and then weathered.

No hole or seat because it wouldn't 
show with the figure in place.

The roof is made from corrugated 
cardboard painted to look rusty. 
It flips open when it is apparently 
hit by the falling tree. In reality 
the tree just misses

The siding is made from strips of 
basswood glued to a plywood 
base.



The entire front of the building falls open and hinges on a pivot rod 
along the bottom. A piece of 1/16" brass tubing was put in the wall 
on each side so the pivot rod won't wear away the wood.

The falling front is 
controlled by a rod attached 
to a small pivot arm made 
from 1/8" square brass tube.

The control rod attaches to a 
lever under the floor that 
lowers and rises on a cam 
when the crank is turned.

The roof uses a similar rod 
and pivot arm for movement.



 the characters and tree

The characters and tree were 
sculpted with super scultpy polymer 
clay which hardens when heated.

bob, the seated character, was 
sculpted in sections with hardening 
between each new section. First the 
body was sculpted, then the pants 
were added, followed by the arms, 
and finally the head.

Since his upper body has to move, Bert 
was sculpted in two major sections: 
legs and upper body. The torso, arms, 
and head were sculpted in sections, 
like Bob.



The tree has to fall over and return 
upright which requires a hinge. Once 
again a piece of 1/8" square brass 
tube was used. It is glued to the 
base of the tree and attached with a 
pivot pin to the top of the tree.

The tree started out as a 1/2" square 
length of poplar and then the edges 
roughly rounded over after the hinge 
assembly was finished.

When the tree has fallen it is pulled 
back upright by a cord attached to the  
top part of the tree.

to keep the cord from getting 
locked up in the clay that forms 
the tree shape, and make sure it 
can always move smoothly, a 
piece of 1/16" brass tube runs 
down the side of the tree base.

The larger central tube is 
there to simplify aligning the 
tree with the all the other 
parts.



Bert's mechanism

Because Bert has to swing his axe, his 
upper body is not attached to his 
legs. A rod runs up through his 
lower body and is glued into his 
torso. he swings his axe when the 
rod rotates his upper body.

The rod passes through the table 
top and is attached to a small 
control lever.

This initial mockup shows how it 
works. When the red wheel rotates 
counter-clockwise the pins contact 
the lever forcing it to pivot and 
rotate the attached rod. The lever 
slips off the pin as the wheel 
continues to rotate and the spring 
brings it back to the start position 
until the next pin come along and 
repeats the process.

Pin gears are used in the actual 
mechanism. The horizontal 
wheel (the red wheel in the 
mockup) has five brass pins that 
connect with the axe action 
lever.

The pins on the bottom engage 
with a similar pin gear 
controlled by the central 
shaft to power the action.



the gears

one of the problems with hand cranked devices like this is controlling 
the speed. In this scene bert chops at the tree five times, the tree 
falls, the building falls apart and then the whole scene has to reset 
within one revolution of the main shaft.

One revolution of the hand crank would make everything happen too fast 
so it had to be geared down to an 8:1 ratio. eight turns of the hand crank 
yield one turn of the main shaft.

A compound gear 
train does the 
work. A 7-tooth 
gear attached to 
the hand crank 
turns a 20-tooth 
gear with another 
7-tooth gear 
attached to its 
center. That small 
gear then turns 
another 20-tooth 
gear attached to 
the main drive shaft.

The gears were cut 
out 1/4" baltic birch 
plywood.



the cams

cams control all the action of the outhouse and the tree. these are 
called snail or drop cams. levers ride on the cams as they turn until 
they hit the drop point and abruptly drop to a new position. the lever is 
raised back to its normal up position as the cam continues to turn.

There are three cams and levers: one for the outhouse front, one for the 
roof, and one for the tree. the outhouse front and roof connect to the 
levers with rods that alternately push them closed or pull them open 
when they hit the drop point of the cam.

The tree pull cord passes through a pulley for a 
direction change before it attaches to its lever which 
enables the cord to be pulled tight when the lever is 
up and create slack and allow the tree to fall when 
the lever drops into the down position. When the 
cord is tight the tree is up and vice versa.



serendipity

When it came time for assembly i found that the outhouse front would lock 
up in the open position because the angle of the push/pull rod connected 
to the control lever caused it to jam. the only way to prevent lock up was 
for the door to stop before it fully opened.

something was needed that would blend seamlessly into the scene and 
keep the front from falling all the way open.

Inspiration finally kicked in and the sign was born. The sign also gave me a 
convenient way to explain why bert was trying to drop a tree on bob.

Plus, the sign was an opportunity for some extra animation movement that  
required no additional mechanics. the sign simply rotates on a pivot and 
tilts when hit by the door and returns to its upright position by gravity 
when the door is raised again. 

and, Of course, the sign led to the next little prop which added to the 
visual joke: the paint can and brush. 



other props and features

The backdrop is a piece of 
masonite airbrushed with a sky 
and horizon to give the scene a 
visual backstop.

The logs and split firewood 
are made from twigs cut to 
size and then split with a 
utility knife.

bob's newspaper was created 
on the computer, printed so 
it was a bit over an inch tall 
on heavy paper, cut to size 
with an exacto knife and 
placed in his hands.

weeds were added to give the 
scene more interest. Made 
from hair-fine fiber and 
glued in place.


